
Solar Transparent Windows
Solar Transparent Windows are now in production for 
the benefit of everyone. Our OEM has been developing 
a complete line of windows of all sizes and shapes 
for homes, commercial buildings and office towers. 
Using premium European designs with turn and tilt 
in casement windows to store front windows. in casement windows to store front windows. Frames 
in all types available in all wood, aluminum exterior 
clad, aluminum with thermal break or all copper. I
nterior and exterior trim in solid maple, oak, cherry, 
teak, walnut, pine, etc. in style to match your building.
With our 20%, 30%, or 40% transparent safety glass 
modules expect to significantly reduce your depend-
ency on the grid, and eliminate glare from the sun and ency on the grid, and eliminate glare from the sun and 
blinds/shades that are needed to block the sun but 
blind your view outside.

Window Actuators for solar tracking - Our solar transparent 
windows feature inner double glazing and outer thin film 
solar panel, with 80% transparency. Depending on the 
window type, inner window can be opened in regular and/or 
tilt position, while the solar panel screen can be also opened, tilt position, while the solar panel screen can be also opened, 
with an actuator option for sun tracking.

Multiple Window Configurations – You can choose from 
horizontal double and triple window configurations, vertical 
configuration sets, to combined vertical and horizontal sets. 
The window opening positions are optional in these c
onfigurations.

WWindow Types and Finishes – The product line includes 
turn-tilt and casement windows, in variety of different wood and 
aluminum finishes.

Commercial / Industrial – As a separate category of our product 
line, we designed a special type of window for use as cutaian 
walls in institutional, commercial industrial,and public buildings. 
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